
Through-The-Wall 
Camera Kit  
A complete toolset and tactical surveillance  
system designed to provide visual intelligence 
in hostage-barricade scenarios. 
Like many of our systems, our TTW (Through-The-Wall), Camera 
System was developed by Zistos at the request of, and with the 
cooperation from law enforcement. Ideally suited for hostage-
barricade scenarios, the system contains specially designed hand 
drill and cutting tools, cameras and display that allow observation 
into an adjacent interior room through a sheetrock wall. 
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Features:
  
  IR pin hole illuminator for zero light covert operation.
   Invisible 940 NM light source.
 Works through 1/8 pin hole to illuminate room for camera
  Low light pinhole zoom camera
 Low light video camera
 5:1 zoom lens 

  WalkAbout III Display System
 Battery operated, rugged, weather resistant, 
 5.6” sunlight readable display

  Near silent operation sheet rock cutting tools
 6” sheetrock hole cutter
 1” gypsum remover
 1/8 through wall drill
 Spray bottle
 Electronic Stud Finder
 Drill, camera and illuminator holding fixtures

• Designed for silent/covert operation

• Camera can see in low light and zero
  light past 15’ [4M] with illuminator 
 when required

• Single case with everything required

• Works with 1/8” [3.2mm] penetration  
   into subject room.

Ruggedly designed, body-worn 
WalkAbout III video display with 
high resolution 5.6” LCD screen

Camera, Drill, and Illuminator 
mounting clamp (2 supplied)

Invisible IR pin hole illuminator for 
use in darken rooms

Low Light TTW Zoom camera

Stealth hand drill body with drill 
bits (Gypsum removal and through 

wall bits)

Call today for a product demonstration.

The system combines a very high performing low light  
camera equipped with a specially designed pinhole zoom 
lens, and all the tools necessary to quietly install the system 
without alerting the subjects of the surveillance operation. A 
custom designed sheetrock hole-cutter is used to create an 
access opening. The silent hand drill is employed with two 
different bits: one to strip out the plaster, and the other to 
create a small 1/8” (3.2mm) observation hole through the 
far wall. The camera is then put into position and the video 
is viewed on a battery-powered, WalkAbout video monitor. 
The system can be adapted for other display solutions, which 
includes a wireless WiFi transmitter to stream the video to a 
computer or mobile device. The system supports invisible IR 
illumination of the room with an included illuminator through 
a second pin hole, if necessary.

Sheet Rock Hole cutter for quietly 
making a 6” hole in the adjacent 
room

Not Shown:
   25’ [7.6M] Camera Cable
   Spray bottle
  Electronic Stud Finder


